Tensor train (TT) decomposition has drawn people's attention due to its powerful representation ability and performance stability in high-order tensors. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to recover the missing entries of incomplete data represented by higher-order tensors. We attempt to find the low-rank TT decomposition of the incomplete data which captures the latent features of the whole data and then reconstruct the missing entries. By applying gradient descent algorithms, tensor completion problem is efficiently solved by optimization models. We propose two TT-based algorithms: Tensor Train Weighted Optimization (TT-WOPT) and Tensor Train Stochastic Gradient Descent (TT-SGD) to optimize TT decomposition factors. In addition, a method named Visual Data Tensorization (VDT) is proposed to transform visual data into higher-order tensors, resulting in the performance improvement of our algorithms. The experiments in synthetic data and visual data show high efficiency and performance of our algorithms compared to the state-of-the-art completion algorithms, especially in high-order, high missing rate, and large-scale tensor completion situations.
Introduction
Tensors are the high-order generalizations of vectors and matrices. Representing data by tensor can retain the high dimensional form of data and keep adjacent structure information of data. Most of the real-world data are more than two orders. For example, RGB images are order-three tensors (height × width×channel ), videos are order-four tensors (height×width×channel×time) and electroencephalography (EEG) signals are order-three tensors (magnitude× trails × time). When facing data with more than two orders, traditional methods usually transform data into matrices or vectors by concatenation, which leads to spatial redundancy and less efficient factorization [1] . In recent years, many theories, algorithms and applications of tensor methodologies have been studied and proposed [2, 3, 4] . Due to the high compression ability and data representation ability of tensor decomposition, many applications related to tensor decomposition have been proposed in a variety of fields such as image and video completion [5, 6] , signal processing [7, 8] , brain-computer interface [9] , image classification [10] , etc.
In practical situations, data missing is ubiquitous due to the error and the noise in data collecting process, resulting in the generation of data outliers and unwanted data entries. Generally, the lynchpin of tensor completion is to find the correlations between the missing entries and the observed entries. Tensor decomposition is to decompose tensor data into decomposition factors which can catch the latent features of the whole data. The basic concept of solving data completion problems by tensor decomposition is that we find the decomposition factors by the partially observed data, then we take advantages of the powerful feature representation ability of the factors to approximate the missing entries.
The most studied and classical tensor decomposition models are the CANDE-COMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition [11, 12] , and the Tucker decomposition [13, 14, 15] . CP decomposition decomposes a tensor into a sum of rank-one tensors, and Tucker decomposition approximates a tensor by a core tensor and several factor matrices. There are many proposed tensor completion methods which employ the two tensor decomposition models. In [5] , CP weighted optimization (CP-WOPT) is proposed. It formulates tensor completion problem as a weighted least squares (WLS) problem and uses optimization algorithms to find the optimal CP factors. Fully Bayesian CP Factorization (FBCP) in [6] employs a Bayesian probabilistic model to find the optimal CP factors and CP-rank at the same time. Three algorithms based on nuclear norm minimization are proposed in [16] , i.e., SiLRTC, FaLRTC, and HaLRTC. They extend the nuclear norm regularization for matrix completion to tensor completion by minimizing the Tucker rank of the incomplete tensor. In [17] , Tucker low-n-rank tensor completion (TLnR) is proposed, and the experiments show better results than the traditional nuclear norm minimization methods.
Though CP and Tucker can obtain relatively high performance in low-order tensors, due to the natural limitations of these two models, when it comes to high-order tensors, the performance of the two decomposition models will decrease rapidly. In recent years, a matrix product state (MPS) model named tensor train (TT) is proposed and becomes popular [18, 19, 20] . For an N th order tensor X ∈ R I1×···×I N , CP decomposition represents data by O( compact by ranks, it is difficult to find the optimal CP factors especially when the tensor order is high. Tucker model is more flexible and stable, but model parameters will grow exponentially when the tensor order increases. Tensor train is free from the 'curse of dimensionality' so it is a better model to process high-order tensors. In addition to CP-based and Tucker-based tensor completion algorithms, there are several works about TT-based tensor completion. [19] develops the low-TT-rank algorithms for tensor completion. By tensor low-rank assumption based on TT-rank, the nuclear norm regularizations are imposed on the more balanced unfoldings of the tensor, by which the performance improvement is obtained. TT-ALS is proposed in [21] , in which the authors employ the alternative least squares (ALS) method to find the TT decomposition factors to solve tensor completion problem. A gradient-based completion algorithm is discussed in [22] , which is to find the TT decomposition by gradient descent method and it shows high performance in high-order tensors and high missing rates tensor completion problems. There are also tensor completion algorithms which are based on the other tensor decomposition models, i.e., tensor ring (TR) decomposition [23, 24] and hierarchical Tucker (HT) decomposition. Based on TR decomposition, works in [25, 26, 27] propose algorithms named TR-ALS, TR-WOPT and TRLRF which apply ALS, gradient descent and nuclear norm minimization methods to solve various tensor completion problems. Moreover, by total variations (TV) and HT decomposition, [28] proposes a completion algorithm named STTC, which explores the global low-rank tensor structure and the local correlation structure of the data simultaneously.
In this paper, we mainly focus on developing efficient tensor completion algo- We conduct simulation experiments in different tensor orders and compare our algorithms to the state-of-the-art tensor completion algorithms. The superior performance of our algorithms is obtained in both low-order and high-order tensors. 3) We propose a tensorization method named Visual Data Tensorization (VDT) to transform visual data into higher-order tensors, by which the performance of our algorithms is improved. 4) We test the performance of our algorithms on benchmark RGB images, video data, and hyperspectral image data. The higher performance of our algorithms is shown compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the notations applied in this paper and introduce the tensor train decomposition.
In Section 3, we present the two tensor completion algorithms and analyze the computational complexities of the algorithms. In Section 4, various experiments are conducted on synthetic data and real-world data, in which the proposed algorithms are compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms. We conclude our work in Section 5.
Preliminaries and Related works

Notations
Notations in [2] are adopted in our paper. A scalar is denoted by a normal lowercase/uppercase letter, e.g., x, X ∈ R, a vector is denoted by a boldface lowercase letter, e.g., x ∈ R I , a matrix is denoted by a boldface capital letter, e.g., X ∈ R I×J , a tensor of order N ≥ 3 is denoted by an Euler script letter, e.g., X ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N .
denotes a vector sequence, in which x (n) denotes the nth vector in the sequence. The representations of matrix sequences and tensor sequences are denoted in the same way. An element of tensor X ∈ R
Furthermore, the inner product of two tensor X , Y with the same size
is denoted by ' * ' and it is an element-wise product of vectors, matrices or tensors of the same size. For instance, given tensors
Kronecker product of two matrices X ∈ R I×K and Y ∈ R J×L is X ⊗ Y ∈ R IJ×KL , see more details in [2] .
Tensor Train Decomposition
The most significant feature of TT decomposition is that the number of model parameters will not grow exponentially by the increase of the tensor order. TT decomposition is to decompose a tensor into a sequence of orderthree core tensors (factor tensors):
The relation between the approximated tensor X ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N and core tensors can be expressed as follow:
where
, and the notation · is the operation to transform the core tensors to the approximated tensor. It should be noted that, for overall expression convenience,
and G (N ) ∈ R R N −1 ×I N are considered as two order-two tensors. The sequence R 0 , R 1 , · · · , R N is named TT-rank which limits the size of every core tensor.
Furthermore, the (i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i N )th element of tensor X can be represented by the multiple product of the corresponding mode-2 slices of the core tensors as:
where G
is the sequence of slices from each core tensor.
in ∈ R Rn−1×Rn is the mode-2 slice extracted from G (n) according to each mode of the element index of
are extracted from first core tensor and last core tensor, they are considered as two order-one matrices for overall expression convenience.
Gradient-based Tensor Train Completion
Tensor train Weighted Optimization (TT-WOPT)
We define Y ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N as the partially observed tensor with missing entries and X ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N is the tensor approximated by the core tensors of a TT decomposition. The missing entries of Y are filled with zero to make Y to be a real-valued tensor. For modeling the completion problem, the indices of the missing entries need to be specified. We define a binary tensor W ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N named weight tensor in which the indices of missing entries and observed entries of the incomplete tensor Y can be recorded. Every entry of W meets:
The problem of finding the decomposition factors of an incomplete tensor can be formulated by a weight least squares (WLS) model. Define Y w = W * Y, and X w = W * X , then the WLS model for calculating tensor decomposition factors is formulated by:
This is an optimization objective function w.r.t. all the TT core tensors and we aim to solve the model by gradient descent methods. The relation between the approximated tensor X and the TT core tensors can be deduced as the following equation [29] :
where for n = 1, ..., N ,
G >n and G <n are the tensors generated by merging the selected TT core tensors, and we define
By equation (5), for n = 1, ..., N , the partial derivatives of the objective function (4) w.r.t. the mode-2 matricization of the nth core tensor G (n) can be inferred as: ∂f
After the objective function and the gradients are obtained, we can apply various optimization algorithms to optimize the core tensors. The implementation procedure of TT-WOPT to find the TT decomposition from incomplete tensor Y is listed in Algorithm 1. 
1:
Input: incomplete tensor Y, weight tensor W and TT-rank r.
2:
Randomly initialize the core tensors
3:
While the optimization stopping condition is not satisfied 4:
.
5:
For n=1:N
6:
Compute gradients according to equation (8) .
7: End
8:
Update
by gradient descend method.
9:
End while 10: Output:
Tensor Train Stochastic Gradient Descent (TT-SGD)
As seen from equation (4), TT-WOPT computes the gradients by the whole scale of the tensor for every iteration. The computation can be redundant because the missing entries still occupy the computational space. If the scale of data is huge and the number of missing entries is high, then we only need to apply a small amount of the observed entries. In this situation, TT-WOPT can waste much computational storage and the computation will become timeconsuming. In order to solve the problems of TT-WOPT as mentioned above, we propose the TT-SGD algorithm which only randomly samples one observed entry to compute the gradients for every iteration.
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) has been applied in matrix and tensor decompositions [30, 31, 32] . For every optimization iteration, we only use one entry which is randomly sampled from the observed entries, and one entry can only influence the gradient of part of the core tensors. For one observed entry of index {i 1 , i 2 , · · · i N }, if a value approximated by TT core tensors is x i1i2···i N and the observed value (real value) is y i1i2···i N , by considering equation (2), the objective function can be formulated by:
For n = 1, 2, · · · , N , the partial derivatives of every corresponding slice G
From the equation we can see, the computational complexity of TT-SGD is not related to the scale of the observed tensor or the number of observed entries, so it can process large-scale data by much smaller computational complexity than TT-WOPT. This algorithm is also suitable for online/real-time learning. The optimization process of TT-SGD is listed in Algorithm 2:
Input: incomplete tensor Y and T T − rank r.
2: Randomly initialize core tensors
3: While the optimization stopping condition is not satisfied 4: Randomly sample y i 1 i 2 ...i N from Y.
5:
6:
Compute the gradients of the core tensors by equation (10).
7: End
by gradient descent method.
9: End while 10: Output:
Computational Complexity
For tensor X ∈ R I1×I2×···×I N , we assume all I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I N is equal to I, and
According to equation (8) and (10), the time complexity of TT-WOPT and TT-SGD are
respectively, and the space complexity of the two algorithms is
and O(R 2 ) respectively. Though TT-WOPT has larger computational complexity, it has a steady and fast convergence when processing normal-size data.
TT-SGD is free from data dimensionality and the complexity of every iteration is extremely low, so it is more suitable to process large-scale data. It should be noted that for every iteration of TT-SGD, we can also apply the batch-based SGD method which calculates the summation of the gradients of bath-sized entries for every iteration. Though this can improve the stability of TT-SGD and the algorithm might need fewer iterations to be converged, the computational complexity will be increased and more computational time is needed for every iteration. In this paper, we only apply batch-one SGD algorithm, and the synthetic experiment in the next section show that our method can also achieve fast and stable convergence. The code of the proposed algorithms is available at https : //github.com/yuanlonghao/T 3C tensor completion.
Experiment results
In this section, simulation experiments are conducted to show the performance of our algorithms and the compared algorithms under various tensor orders. For real-world data experiments, we test our algorithms by color images, video data and hyperspectral image data. TT-WOPT and TT-SGD are compared with several state-of-the-art algorithms: TT-ALS [21] , SiLRTC-TT [19] , TRALS [25] , STTC [28] , CP-WOPT [5] , FBCP [6] , HaLRTC and FaLRTC [16] , and TLnR [17] . For all the compared algorithms, the input incomplete tensor is W * Y, where Y is the fully observed true tensor, W is the binary tensor recording the position of observed entries. The final completed tensor For optimization method of TT-WOPT, in order to have a clear comparison with CP-WOPT which is also based on gradient descent methods, we adopt the same optimization method as paper [5] . The paper applies nonlinear conjugate gradient (NCG) with Hestenes-Stiefel updates [33] and the Moré-Thuente line search method [34] . The optimization method is implemented by an optimization toolbox named Pablano Toolbox [35] . For TT-SGD, we employ an algorithm named Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) as our gradient descent method, it has prominent performance on stochastic-gradient-based optimization [36, 37] . The update rule of Adam is as follow:
where t is the iteration time of optimization value θ, η and are hyper parameters, m t and v t are the first moment estimate and second moment estimate of
where β 1 and β 2 are hyper parameters. For choosing the hyper parameters in Adam method, we adopt the reference values from paper [36] . The values of β 1 , β 2 and are set as 0.9, 0.999 and 10 −8 respectively. The selection of learning rate is essential to the convergence speed and the performance of the gradientbased algorithms, in our experiments, we empirically choose the learning rate η from {0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001} to obtain the best convergence speed and the best performance. In addition, all the data in our experiments are regularized to 0 to 1 to make the algorithms more effective.
We mainly adopt two optimization stopping conditions for all the compared completion algorithms. One is the error of two adjacent iterations of the objective function value: |f t − f t−1 | ≤ tol, where f t is the objective function value of the tth iteration and we set tol = 1e − 4 in our experiment. The other stopping condition is the maximum number of iteration which is set according to the scale of data and different algorithms, e.g., the maximum iteration for most algorithms are set as 500 and for TT-SGD it usually set from 10 5 to 10 7 . If one of the two conditions is satisfied, the optimization will be stopped. All the computations are conducted on a Mac PC with Intel Core i7 and 16GB DDR3 memory, and the computational time of the algorithms are recorded in some experiments based on this configuration.
Synthetic Data
We apply synthetic data generated from a highly oscillating function: [38] in our simulation experiments. The synthetic data is expected to be well approximated by tensor decomposition models. We sample I N entries from the values generated from the function, then the sampled values are reshaped to the desired tensor size. We employ four different tensor structures:
, and Though TT-ALS and TR-ALS show higher performance than our algorithms in some low missing rate cases, the drastic performance decrease can be obtained from them when the missing rate increases, and our algorithms always show high and stable performance.
For the next synthetic data experiment, we aim to look into the convergence performance of the proposed TT-SGD. The four tensors which applied in the previous experiment is employed as the input data. We record the value of loss function (i.e., vergence status of TT-SGD when the missing rate is 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 respectively.
Though our TT-SGD needs large numbers of iteration to be converged, the computational complexity of each iteration is rather low (i.e., N 2 R 3 ), and only one entry is sampled to calculate the gradient for every iteration. 
Visual Data Tensorization (VDT) method
From the simulation results we can see, our proposed algorithms achieve high and stable performance in high-order tensors. In this section, we provide a Visual Data Tensorization (VDT) method to transform low-order tensor into higher-order tensor and improve the performance of our algorithms. The VDT method is derived from an image compression and entanglement methodology [39] which is to transform a gray-scale image of size 2 l × 2 l into a real ket of a Hilbert space. The method cast the image to a higher-order tensor structure with an appropriate block structured addressing. Similar method named KA augmentation is proposed in [19] which extends the method in [39] to orderthree visual data of size 2 l × 2 l × 3. Our VDT method is a generalization of the KA augmentation, and the visual data of various data sizes can be applied to our tensorization method. For visual data like RGB image, video, hyperspectral image, the first two orders of the tensor (e.g., Y ∈ R U ×V ) are named as the image modes. The 2D representation of the image modes cannot fully exploit the correlation and local structure of the data, so we propose the VDT method to strengthen the local structure correlation of visual data. The VDT method operates as follows: if the first two orders of a visual data tensor is U ×V and can im n by gradient descent method.
Computational Complexity
For tensor X 2 R I1⇥I2⇥···⇥IN with number of observed entries M , we assume all I1, I2, · · · , IN is equal to I, and r1 = r2 = · · · = rN 1 = r. According equation 10, 20 and 15,we list the computational complexity of our three algorithms for every iteration in table 1. Though the time complexity will exponentially increase by data dimensions, STTOPT and TTSGD is free from dimensionality so they can deal with large-scale data. Besides, TTSGD uses the least time complexity and space complexity. 
Experiments
One advantage of gradient-based optimization is that we do not need too tune so many hyper parameters, we can easily get any wanted accuracy within im n by gradient descent method.
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One advantage of gradient-based optimization is that we do not need too tune so many hyper parameters, we can easily get any wanted accuracy within This nine-order tensor with VDT is considered to be a better structure of the image data. The first order of the nine way tensor contains the data of a 2 × 2 pixel block of the image and the following orders of the tensor describe the expanding pixel blocks of the image. Most of the parameter settings follow the previous synthetic data experiments, and we tune the TT-rank, CP-rank and Tucker-rank of the corresponding algorithms to obtain the best performance. Figure 4 and Table 1 show the visual results and numerical results of the six algorithms under the three different data structure. We can see that in the three-order tensor case, the results among the algorithms are similar. However, for nine-order cases, other algorithms fail the completion task while TT-WOPT and TT-SGD perform well. Furthermore, when the image is transformed to nine-order tensor by VDT method, we see the distinct improvement of our two algorithms. algorithms. The first row applies original order-three tensor data, the second row applies order-nine tensor data without VDT method, and the third row applies order-nine tensor data generated by VDT method.
Benchmark Image Completion
From the previous experiments we can see, TT-based and TR-based algorithms can be applied to higher-order tensors, and significant improvement of TT-based algorithms can be seen when the VDT method is applied to the image tensorization. However, for algorithms which are based on CP decomposition and Tucker decomposition, higher-order tensorization will decrease the performance. In later experiments, we only apply the VDT method to TT-WOPT, TT-SGD, TT-ALS, SILRTC-TT and TR-ALS. For CP-WOPT, FBCP, TLnR, STTC and HaLRTC, we keep the original data structure to get better results.
In this experiment, we consider several irregular missing cases (the scratch missing, the whole row missing and the block missing) and some high-randommissing cases on benchmark RGB images. The parameter settings for each compared algorithms are tuned to get the best performance. The completion results from Figure 5 and Table 2 we can see, our algorithms show high completion performance in all the missing cases. Moreover, for irregular missing cases and 0.8 random missing cases, STTC and HaLRTC performs well and achieve low RSE values. However, the two algorithms fail to solve the completion task when the random missing rate is 0.9 and 0.99, this is because the nuclear-normbased and total-variations-based algorithms cannot explore low-rank and local information when only a very small amount of entries is obtained. It should be noted that the 0.99 random missing case is a challenging task among all the image completion algorithms. Our two proposed algorithms with VDT method can achieve high performance under this situation while the other algorithms fail. 
Video and Hyperspectral Image Completion
For large-scale data completion task, we test a video and a hyperspectral image (HSI) in the following experiments. For our proposed algorithms, we only test TT-SGD because TT-SGD is better for large-scale data than TT-WOPT. In addition, when large-scale data is employed, many algorithms which work well Figure   6 , and the numerical results are shown in Table 3 . The performance of TT-SGD outperforms other compared algorithms. More specifically, it can recover the video well even there is only 1% sampled entries while other compared algorithms fail in this high missing rate case. It should also be noted that the time cost of TT-SGD is lower than the other compared algorithms, which shows high efficiency of TT-SGD.
Then we test TT-SGD, CP-WOPT, FBCP and HaLRTC on a hyperspectral image (HSI) of size 256 × 256 × 191 recorded by a satellite. Due to the inferior working condition of satellite sensors, the collected data often has Gaussian noise, impulse noise, dead lines, and stripes [41] . In this experiment, we first consider the situation when the HSI has 'dead lines', which is a common missing case in HSI record. Then we consider the case when only 1% of the data is obtained, which is meaningful in data compression and transformation. We transform the HSI data to 16 × 16 × 16 × 16 × 191 by VDT method as the input for TT-SGD and apply original three-order tensor as the input for the other compared algorithms. We set TT-ranks as 48 and 24 for dead line missing case and 99% missing case respectively. The visual completion results in Figure 7 shows the image of the first channel of the HSI and the numerical results are the evaluation of the overall completion performance. TT-SGD performs best among the algorithms at both dead line missing case and 99% random missing case. In 99% random missing case, HaLRTC fails the completion task, while CP-WOPT and FBCP obtain lower performance than TT-SGD. In addition, it should be noted that the volume of data is about 1.25 × 10 7 , and when the iteration reaches 1 × 10 6 (16% of the total data), the optimization of TT-SGD is converged. This indicates that TT-SGD has fast and efficient computation.
Conclusion
In this paper, in order to solve the tensor completion problem, based on tensor train decomposition and gradient descent method, we propose two tensor completion algorithms named TT-WOPT and TT-SGD. We first cast the completion problem into solving the optimization models, then we use gradient descent methods to find the optimal core tensors of TT decomposition. Finally, the TT core tensors are applied to approximate the missing entries of the incomplete tensor. Furthermore, to improve the performance of the proposed algorithms, we propose the VDT method to tensorize visual data to higher-order.
We conduct simulation experiments and visual data experiments to compare our algorithms to the state-of-the-art algorithms. From the simulation experiments we can see, the performance of our algorithms stays stable when the tensor order increases. Moreover, the visual data experiments show that after higher-order tensorization by VDT, the performance of our two algorithms can be improved. Our algorithms outperform the compared state-of-the-art algorithms in various missing situations, particularly when the tensor order is high and the missing rate is high. More specially, our algorithms with VDT method can process extreme high random missing situation (i.e., 99% random missing)
well while other algorithms fail. Besides, our proposed TT-SGD achieves low computational complexity and high efficiency in processing large-scale data.
The high performance of the proposed algorithms shows that TT-based tensor completion is a promising aspect. It should be noted that TT-rank setting is essential to obtain better experiment results and it is selected manually in common. We will extend our algorithms by choosing TT-rank automatically in our future work.
